A hundred-year partnership

Romanian Ambassador Ovidiu Dranga speaks about the 100-year relationship between Romania and Japan

Bridges: Romania and Japan have maintained a close relationship for 100 years and now, in 2022, a key milestone has been reached. What does this mean for the future?

Ovidiu Dranga: I am confident that this milestone signifies the continuity of the strong economic and political ties between the Romanian and the Japanese people. I believe this anniversary offers an opportunity to take stock of the history and the milestones of our bilateral relations, while looking forward to new cooperation and inspiring ideas, beneficial for the partners of Romania and Japan.

Romania and Japan: The next century of strategic cooperation

Bogdan Aurescu, Romania’s minister of foreign affairs

In the past, partnership and cooperation between Romania and Japan have been characterized by continuity and stability. The models we have developed in certain fields have brought us important results, not merely in areas of cultural and economic cooperation but also in the fields of science and education. But we must also recognize that in the last few years, we have registered a growing interest and enthusiasm in the fields of security, defense, and technology. These areas are of utmost importance for both Romania and Japan, and we will continue to develop our cooperation in these fields. It is also important to remember that Japan and Romania are both OECD members, and this unique status allows us to further develop our economic and commercial ties.

AAGES: The right solutions

AAGES Group conducts its business on the principle of offering best-in-class solutions. Today, the group boasts a 4,500-strong team and comprises three business divisions: AAGES HTC, AAGES Aerospace, and AAGES FX.

AAGES is responsible for the design, development, and production of aviation, defense, and space equipment. AAGES Aerospace filters chokes and induction heating applications and products, integrated into AAGES equipment.

AAGES Aerospace is a key player in the aviation industry and provides aviation customers with a wide range of products and services, including helicopters, engines, and other components. AAGES FX is a leading provider of financial solutions, offering a wide range of services, including banking, insurance, and investment management.

AAGES equipment has been delivered to customers across Europe and Asia, and the company has been a key partner in the development of the Romanian aviation sector. AAGES has recently entered into a cooperation agreement with Japan International Co., Ltd. (JIC), a leading company in the field of aviation and transportation, to further expand its presence in the Japanese market. The agreement will enable AAGES to offer its advanced technology and expertise to JIC and its customers, while also providing JIC with access to AAGES’s extensive portfolio of solutions.

Ages’s main activity is focused on financial

Wisecast Solutions working to actively strengthen Romania-Japan relations

Bogdan Hossu, General Manager of Wisecast Solutions

As Romania and Japan look toward the next 100 years, it is important to create new opportunities for cooperation and mutual benefit.

Together we are ready to take on new challenges and create a bright future for the Romanian-Japanese relationship.